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Market problems

As you may know, DeFi (Decentralized Finance) solutions provide a number  
of remarkable benefits when compared to traditional financial services. DeFi needs 
no intermediaries or arbitrators, it is faster, easier both to deploy and access. Also,  
it has no SPoF, single point of failure. At least supposed to — and this is where we 
should examine it more closely.



According to DeFi Pulse as of May 2021, 98 of 98 top DeFi projects are based  
on the same blockchain — Ethereum. This enables all DeFi ecosystems to speak  
the same language, which is convenient in terms of development and compatibility. 
But what about the first two letters of our abbreviation? What about decentralization?



Running DeFi exclusively on Ethereum ruins the essence of decentralized finances. 
No matter how reliable the Ethereum chain is, putting all eggs in one basket is a big 
threat. Not only Ethereum becomes a universal SPoF, but also DeFi itself becomes 
more expensive due to rapid growth of transaction fees. On February 4, 2021, 
Coindesk reported an average transaction fee of Ethereum to have passed a record 
20$ for the first time. On May 19, 2021, it passed a whopping $70!



The news is great for Ethereum miners, but they’re sure not the ones who are 
supposed to be primary beneficiaries of DeFi. This is when the market certainly 
needs more balance — from alternative assets, both real-world and crypto.

https://defipulse.com/
https://www.coindesk.com/ethereum-transaction-fees-hit-record-highs-as-ether-defi-coins-soar
https://blockchair.com/ethereum/charts/average-transaction-fee-usd?interval=3m


EAST.Finance concept and advantages

To solve the “centralized” problem of DeFi we introduce EAST.Finance —  
a decentralized synthetic asset issuance protocol built on Ethereum and Waves 
Enterprise. EAST.Finance provides issuance, interchange and cross-chain functionality 
of Enterprise Algorithmic Stable Token (EAST) — a stablecoin backed in 50:50  
by real-world and various crypto assets. Such diversification protects users from  
risks of high volatility.



EAST.Finance provides a sustainable layer of enterprise-grade ecosystem that 
combines traditional financial assets with a DeFi approach. The protocol also allows 
issuers and liquidators to earn a profit depending on market conditions of 
collateralized assets. EAST.Finance is based on smart contracts, cross-chain 
gateways and oracles — special accounts to provide price feeds into various 
components of the protocol.



The core advantage of EAST.Finance is combining collateral diversification and 
significant overcollateralization at the same time. Unlike most of today’s DeFi 
protocols, EAST.Finance is backed both by real-world and various crypto assets —  
not Ethereum alone. For stabilization of EAST.Finance, its volatile collateral asset 
(WEST at Phase #1) can be replaced with a stable collateral asset (USDap, a 100% 
RWA-collateralized BondAppetit stablecoin). And in the future, we’re planning  
to introduce more collateral assets for even better decentralization.
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How EAST.Finance works

Now we’ll describe the basic mechanisms of the protocol.

EAST.Finance protocol infrastructure

Continue >

Waves Enterprise mainnet Off chain Ethereum

Waves Enterprise Client

EAST Client

EAST smart contract

– EAST balances

– Vaults

EAST protocol 
wallets:

– WEST wallet

– USDap wallet

EAST 
Automation

EAST collateral contract

USDap ERC-20 contract

USDap market 
contract

Oracle 
contract

Data 
oracles

Crypto Exchanges

– WEST/USDC 
convertation

Waves Exchanges

– USD exchange

– EAST exchange

– Waves gateway

WE–Eth gateway

EAST ERC-20 contract

Developed by EAST team

Third party

Coming in future releases

Other collateral

User wallets:

– WEST wallet

– USDap wallet
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How EAST.Finance works

EAST backin
 For initial collateral WEST is converted to USDc, 

then USDc goes to crypto exchanges 
(Waves.Exchange, Uniswap and more to come)  
to be exchanged for USDap. USDap tokens are 
transferred to Ethereum through Waves gate, and 
they are also available in Waves Enterprise and 
Waves chains

 Data oracles get trusted data about EAST backing 
by USDap and save it in oracle contracts

 The data gets checked and then USDap backing 
tokens are issued within Waves Enterprise mainnet.



EAST mintin
 In EAST client a user creates an atomic transaction 

to issue EAST
 EAST protocol wallets get WEST for EAST issue. 

EAST smart contract checks the transaction and 
issues EAST for the user

 The WEST collateral is split into two parts. One 
goes to crypto exchanges for conversion to USDc 
collateral, the other is held in the vault as  
an overcollateral. EAST client shows the actual 
WEST price to the user

 After the transaction is confirmed, EAST client 
updates the user’s balance and vaults. The user can 
also check their EAST balance in Waves Enterprise 
client.



EAST suppl
 In EAST client a user adds WEST to resupply EAST
 EAST protocol wallets receive these WEST. EAST 

smart contract checks the transactions and 
changes the EAST collateral volume

 Data oracles update WEST price from crypto 
exchanges, save it in oracle contract. From here  
the price is sent to EAST client

 EAST client shows the updated vault balance  
to the user.



EAST reissu
 In EAST client a user creates a transaction  

to reissue EAST with their current sum of WEST  
in the vault

 EAST smart contract checks the transaction and 
issues EAST for the user

 The WEST collateral is split into two parts. One 
goes to crypto exchanges for conversion to USDc 
collateral, the other is held in vault  
as an overcollateral

 Data oracles update WEST price from crypto 
exchanges and save it in oracle contract. From here 
the price is sent to EAST client

 After the transaction is confirmed, EAST client 
updates the user’s balance and vaults. The user can 
also check their EAST balance in Waves Enterprise 
client.



WEST clai
 A user creates a transaction to claim 

overcollateralization in WEST
 EAST smart contract checks the transaction and 

decreases the sum of WEST in the user’s vault
 In the meantime, data oracles update WEST price 

from crypto exchanges, save it in oracle contract. 
From here the price is sent to EAST client

 The sum of WEST remained is transferred 
to the user’s wallet

 EAST client updates the user’s balance and vaults. 
They can also check their EAST balance in Waves 
Enterprise client.



Vault closin
 In EAST client a user creates a transaction to close 

their vault
 EAST smart contract checks the transaction and 

closes the user’s EAST vault
 The WEST and USDap from the vault are transferred 

from EAST protocol wallets to the user’s wallets
 In the meantime, data oracles update WEST price 

from crypto exchanges and save it in oracle 
contract. From here the price is sent to EAST client

 EAST client updates the user’s EAST balance and 
shows the empty vault. They can also check their 
EAST/WEST/USDap balance in Waves Enterprise 
client.



Vault liquidatio
 EAST automation system finds a vault  

with insufficient collateralization
 The vault collateral is set to 100% USDap and its 

wallet gets liquidated
 The WEST from the vault are transferred  

to the crypto exchanges for conversion to collateral. 
Data oracles update WEST price from crypto 
exchanges and save it in oracle contract

 The vault’s owner sees their vault empty in EAST 
client.



EAST transfer between user
 A sender creates a transfer transaction in Waves 

Enterprise or EAST client
 EAST smart contract checks the transaction and 

transfers EAST to crypto exchanges 
(Waves.Exchange, Uniswap and more to come). 
Also, through the gateway EAST is transferred  
to the ERC-20 contract within Ethereum

 A recipient gets the transferred amount of EAST.
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EAST price stabilization. Liquidation 
and overcollateralization

EAST price stability is ensured by significant overcollateralization combined with  
a well-defined liquidation procedure. On average the collateral rate reaches 250%  
but can be higher or lower depending on market volatility. This is how we estimate 
EAST in WEST:



1 EAST = (RWAShare ÷ WEST$) + ((1 – RWAShare) ÷ WEST$ × Collateral rate

 RWAShare — share of USDap token, backed by real-world assets
 WEST$ — WEST market price in USD taken from the protocol’s data oracle
 Collateral rate — overcollateralization of EAST.



Let’s say, we’re going to issue 100 EAST. WEST market price is 0,5$, RWA (USDap) 
share is 0.5 and collateral rate is 250% (2.5):



100 EAST = 100 × ((0.5 ÷ 0.5) + ((1–0.5) ÷ 0.5 × 2.5)) = 350 WEST



That means the issuer should put 350 WEST (175$) into a smart contract to get 
100 EAST. The smart contract purchases half of this sum in USDap. According to 
BondAppétit protocol conditions, 50 USDap cost 50$. The rest sum, 125$, will be 
used as overcollateral.



How does the liquidation work? Launch of liquidation mechanism depends on 
collateral rate (see “Vault liquidation” above). If the collateral rate is 130% or lower,  
the issuer’s vault will be liquidated automatically by the protocol. The liquidator will 
contribute USDap to buy out WEST with a 20–50% discount. To get USDap:WEST 
collateralization ratio back to 50:50, the protocol will further use these contributed 
USDap instead of buying them.



To avoid liquidation, the issuer can add additional WEST to the smart contract and 
increase collateralization (see “EAST supply” above). Or the issuer can close the vault 
(see “Vault closing” above).



What if the WEST price goes up? If the actual overcollateralization is bigger than  
the average one (250%), the issuer will be able to issue additional EAST (see “EAST 
reissue” above) or get some of his WEST collateral back (see “WEST claim” above).
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Smart contracts

EAST.Finance protocol includes smart contracts both in Waves Enterprise and 
Ethereum chains. The former is responsible for the protocol, the vaults, EAST issuing 
and accounting. The latter holds the collateral and in future releases will get ERC-20 
compatibility.
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EAST plans

The launch of EAST.Finance is scheduled from the 1st of June to July 2021. Phase 1 
will bring production-ready protocol with smart contracts available for a complete 
audit. At the launch, EAST will be available at waves.exchange and later at other 
exchanges, primarily decentralized ones.



Phase 2 will follow in H2 2021 and introduce more ecosystem projects and collateral 
assets, including Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain (BSC). This will increase 
decentralization even further. Also, we’ll introduce an infrastructure to automatize initial 
collateralization (steps 1–2 in the description above).



Later plans include making it possible for any user to become a liquidator and take 
this advantage from the protocol itself.
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https://waves.exchange/


About us

EAST.Finance is developed and driven by a decentralized team of blockchain and 
smart contract developers committed to the development and successful launch of 
the Enterprise Algorithmic Stable Token. Recently the team became part of 
Tokenomika Pte Ltd., a Singapore-based fintech company, which operates Waves 
Enterprise mainnet. We are devoted to Waves Enterprise technology stack but also 
open to other blockchain platforms and ready to develop EAST.Finance as a truly 
interchain solution.



We are eager to uncover the full potential of DeFi to bring financial systems of  
the future into life — with all their transparency, trust, stability and other benefits  
to come!



Feel free to contact us via .

Visit our  and join our telegram for the news.


ask@east.finance
site channel 
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https://wavesenterprise.com/
mailto:ask@east.finance
http://east.finance/
https://t.me/east_finance

